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Residential Week - Following their exams last week; children in Years 5 - 8 headed off on varied
residential adventures. Meanwhile the younger children have enjoyed a range of new
experiences here at the school including a visit from a 'real' Roman for the Year 3s.

Three Peaks Challenge - Year 8

In the 100 hours since the
Year 8s left Daneshill on
Monday morning, they
have spent 24 of them
travelling over 1600 Kms,
20 of them walking 43
Kms, about five of them
eating, and only 24 of
them sleeping. It is safe to
say that this is a seriously
tough trip - what an
achievement!

Normandy - Year 6

Year 3 Roman Week

Cricket
Friday 14th June

vs Home Grange
U9A Boys: Daneshill won by 1 run
U9B Boys: Daneshill won by 33 runs
U9C Boys: Daneshill won by 51 runs
U8A Boys: Daneshill lost by 10 runs
U8B Boys: Daneshill lost by 58 runs

Spain - Year 7

The children have enjoyed
an action packed, yet
thought provoking week,
visiting the D-Day Landings
and the British cemetery
just outside Bayeux.
They had lots of fun in the
markets and exploring
Mont-Saint-Michel as well
as experiencing true rural
French living.

Heatree, Devon
Year 5

Match Results

It has been a fantastic week
in Spain experiencing work
done in at school first hand
in the field, ready to
complete their Common
Entrance coursework.
The children were
complimented by all the
instructors and staff of
Gredos on their excellent
behaviour and enthusiasm.

Year 2 found out what it
was like to be a real
historian when they visited
the archaeological dig on
site. They saw an historical
enquiry in action and
handled some of the
findings.

The children had a wonderful week team
building and learning about Science and
Geography. Although the weather was
rather wet, they showed determination and
enthusiasm every step of the way.
During the river study and low adventure,
the children were practically swimming in a
muddy stream, with smiles from ear to ear!
Each child has achieved so much and we
are so proud of them.
Year 3 have had a brilliant week,
designing and making Roman
shields, learning about the
Gods, working in a Slave Market,
enjoying a full day of training in
the Roman Army, creating
beautiful mosaics and even
studying our very own land here
at Daneshill.
They will finish this exciting
topic with a battle against The
Celts (Year 2's) next week, using
their smart shields and newlyacquired army tactics to
achieve victory!
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